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I. Concept
Inspiration

Systematic
Dance Major Senior Thesis Capstone by Madison Ernstes

II. Design
Costume

This choreographic work was primarily drawn from two
main sources of inspiration. The first was my other course
of study and major, Biology. I was interested to see how I
could explore scientific concepts through a movement lens.
My second main source of inspiration was my Independent
Study choreographic project from 2019 which explored
memory and tragedy through a humanitarian lens. My
goals through this choreographic process were both to
investigate the intersection of science and movement as
well as explore the physiological and biological foundations
of memory.
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Choreography

Project Faculty Mentor: Anne Van Gelder
Design Mentors: Johann Stegmeir and Maja E. White
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Fabric inspired by structure of
neurons
Unitards selected to make
dancers look less human
Fabric reactive under UV light
Paint initially purchased to
enhance glow – unsuccessful
after several trials
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III. Performance

fabric
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Costume
sketches
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University Dancers
Anniversary Concert
February 28- March 1, 2020
• Piece was adjudicated by a panel of professional artists and
selected to be presented in the annual concert
Spring 2020 Student Choreographer Showcase of Capstone and
Independent Study Choreographic Projects
April 24, 2020
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My research utilized primary literature,
specifically focusing on psychology,
neuroscience, and biology scientific
journals. Many of these articles emphasized
the different types of memory, the ways
that humans experience memories, and the
ways that memories evolve over time.

My choreography was inspired by the electrochemical foundations
of memory. The first section of my dance emphasized the chemical
reactions involved in memory, specifically the bind and release
of chemicals and conformational
changes of receptors. I demonstrated
this through the physical touch and
release of dancers. The second section
of my dance focused on the electrical
nature of memory demonstrated
Fig. 2
through action potentials, electrical
impulses that send signals from the brain to other parts of the
body. I demonstrated this concept through ripple effects.
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Collaboration with student lighting
designer, Frances Gichner
Utilized a combination of ultraviolet
and incandescent stage lighting
Moving lights incorporated to create
a sense of movement, incorporate
patterns and vibrant colors, and
mimic the act of looking into a
microscope
Costumes and lighting worked
together to reflect electrochemical
signals which contribute to memory
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I would like to thank Frances
Gichner for the lighting design
and collaborative work that made
Systematic’s performance at the
th
UD 35 Annual Concert a
success. I would also like to thank
Maja White for serving as
Frances’s lighting design mentor.

